Adobe® Connect™
Common Operational Picture (COP) Solutions

Adobe Connect Common Operational Picture (COP) provides Situational Awareness (SA) anytime, anywhere, on any device. Adobe Connect COP bridges tactical operations to strategic command by delivering mission critical views (systems & sensors) in a collaborative, low bandwidth environment. Virtualization of sensors & systems views, combined with real-time collaboration modes and apps make Adobe Connect the perfect COP solution to gain the ONE TEAM advantage. Adobe Connect COP is FedRamp & DISA authorized for Impact Level 2, with Impact Level 4 pending.

**ISRCOP (Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance)** is a solution for organizations that want to share live, recorded, or still imagery without the enormous bandwidth requirements. It is not uncommon for a live ISR feed to require 3Gbps, by virtualizing that same imagery using Adobe Connect, the requirement may be reduced to 200kbps range while bringing the ISR into a collaborative environment where its may be used for decision support.

**MEDCOP (Medical)** is a solution that leverages the power of Adobe Connect to share critical care diagnostics data amongst a distributed care team. “One Version of the Truth” is fundamental to providing expert care. Of great importance to the care team is the use of mobile devices, such as iPads and others. This mobile access allows specialty physicians to access the MEDCOP anytime & anywhere basis.

**TFCOP (Task Force)** environment is easily configured by phase of operation to provide coordination and bidirectional situational awareness to Task Force elements. An added requirement is that this capability must be resilient to low-bandwidth networks that can be unstable. Adobe Connect’s persistent technology, unlike state-less collaboration technology, is resilient to low bandwidth & unstable networks.
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